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About This Game

Safety Driving Simulator: Motorbike is a driving simulator engaging and enjoyable that teaches the basics of driving immersing
the player in a detailed and realistic urban environment. A tool widely used today by schools, government, driving-schools and
health associations. Choose from a variety of scooter, small- and large-engine bikes as well as different scenarios. If you ever

wanted to know how driving under influence will effect sight and reaction – now you can experience it yourself.

Features

Choose between utility scooters, small- and large-engine bikes

Cities, extra-urban and off-road scenarios

Realistic viability: one way roads, yield signs, traffic lights, pedestrians and much more...

Traffic offenses detection

Alcohol and drugs simulation
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This game is so... smooth. Feelsgoodman. This is a really good "RPG Maker DS" style pack for RPG Maker MV, but if I'd
consider it even more useful for owners of the VX Ace DLC who want more assets, provided they have the skill to convert
them.

The good is that there are a lot of new assets that work fine alongside the DS resources when properly converted.

The bad is that they don't really go well with MV stock resources, the tilesets are a stripped down version of the RPG Maker DS
tiles (minus a few new tiles), and they honestly work best in tandem with the RPG Maker DS pack, which is for VX Ace,
requiring you convert the VX Ace DLC to the same dimensions as these resources, or sizing these down for use on VX Ace.

If either way is your intention, you will get the most enjoyment out of this purchase.

Otherwise, this may not be the best resource pack for your needs, but since I used VX Ace and I know how to resize these assets
for use in VX Ace for use with the existing DS resources, I've found this is perfect for my needs.. I don't remember buying this
game or knew how it got in my library, but it sucks.. a great game with few really incredible bosses in the direct lined of the first
and incredible Titan Slayer
and this new Titan slayer has wonderfull options for everyone can enjoy the game
i definitively recommand this game. Hello developers!
I have been watching your game and waited for its release. In General, a good study of the world, high quality art, design,
effects. For virtual reality this is of great importance. The gameplay I would advise you to diversify. The game lacks more
interesting enemies, with different attack types and behavior. Look at hardcore games, like Dark Souls, where almost every
enemy the player has to look for his tactics. Don't be afraid to EXPERIMENT and add the most unexpected solutions, and not
go on about the standard solutions. In General, use all your imagination to surprise the player. It could even be unrealistic or
almost fantastic. It doesn't matter. The main thing that it was unusual and memorable.
More different enemies, weapons, locations, more new experiences!
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-coc wannabe but super slow progression on pc, definitely will uninstall after 5mins.... Uplink, the 12-year old "hacking
simulator", is possibly the finest game of its type yet created. But it is definitely showing its age and I'm not averse to trying
something new. On the face of it, Hacker Evolution Duality looks to be an excellent successor to that beloved classic. But first
appearances are frequently misleading.

Hacker is not a game; it is a collection of dull and fiddly mini-games. While it has an excellent presentation, the gameplay itself
is nothing more than pushing a button at the right time; an uninteresting race against the clock that you need to repeat dozens of
times in each mission. It looks great - it has the appearance of Hollywood hacking nailed - but it quickly degenerates into
uninteresting repetitiveness. And just to make things even less fun, the controls were stiff and unresponsive; just the thing for a
game that demands quick reflexes. Despite its stylish gloss, the game fails to engage on almost every other levels and ultimately
is not particularly fun.. This is an amazing game with so much to do in it. it mixes bits of an RTS with a lot of city-building and
sneaky micro-management. Uplay works fine for the game and isn't a hassle to set up. The game itself is highly enjoyable and
has a fun co-op and versus multiplayer. Don't hate the game just because Uplay exists.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you. It's
very awesome like WOW! 20\/10.. This game is so mellow and zen, really relaxing to play before bed at night. The soundtrack
is calming and the visuals are simple and charming. I really enjoy a game that can pull off environmental storytelling, and the
little snippets of actual spoken plot were very interesting and hooked me onto the story this world is telling. The puzzles are
simple but not boring, and because most of them are based around exploring the casette tapes the simplicity never actually gets
old. Definitely recommend if you'd like to relax over a nice game for a couple hours. helloo pay to win. Simple hook, drag,
throw, and place objects into designated target.

Bought it for 25 cents.
It has 60 levels with additional mechanics every 6 levels.
Relaxing game.
Seems Good
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